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IPv4 depletion & geographical imbalance
• Main reasons for depletion:
– The Internet revolution
– Initial allocation policies (first possession & class-based systems)

• Geographical imbalance in IPv4:
– Global IP address allocation - “Americentric”
– 63% went to Europe and North America (1/5 population)
– Mueller (2005) describes the imbalance as “so severe as to be
embarrassing”

NRO acknowledges the imbalance but…
This enduring imbalance is not a result of the current principles
but rather a reflection that different allocation principles were in
place in the past.
Today’s Regional Internet Registry system was proposed in
1992 specifically to address the administrative problems
evident at that time, and is recognized widely as an
outstandingly successful solution.
NRO (2004)

Yet concerns of imbalance persist
• Background Report of WGIG:
– “…. a review of the current numbering management is required to ensure
equitable distribution of resources and access for all into the
future.” (para 85)

• Recommendations of WGIG:
– The transition to IPv6 should ensure that allocation policies for IP
addresses provide equitable access to resources (para 77).

• Concrete policy proposals
• What is the rational for such concerns and initiatives?

Historical institutionalism (HI)
• Continuity of initial policies
“Policy choices made when an institution is being formed or when a
policy is initiated, will have a continuing and largely determinate
influence over the policy far into the future.” (Peters, 2005).

• Path dependency
– Persistence nature of initial policies that push subsequent
choices along a set of “paths” (Hall and Taylor, 1996)
• How?
“by encouraging societal forces to organize along some lines rather
than others, to adopt particular identities…” (Hall and Taylor, 1996)

Historical institutionalism & IP address allocation
• What influence might the initial policies have?
– Benefits of control over IP address resource
– Limitations of the regime regarding unused address reclamation
– Monetizing unused IPv4 addresses in the market

• Path dependency
– “Structural similarities between class-based allocations and the IPv6
recommendations of the IETF.” (Mueller 2009)
– “From a public policy perspective, there is a risk to create, yet again, an
early adopter reward and a corresponding late adopter set of barriers
and penalties” (Huston 2005)

• History is not a chain of independent events (Steinmo
2008)
– NRO – the imbalance is the problem of past policies

How is change effected in HI?
• Change in ‘idea’ – not the entities per se
– HI does not necessarily justify an ITU-based regime

• What can be done?
– Distribution of certain size at regular time intervals atop of the current
system?
– First, IANA - RIR with the possibility to be extend to the RIR level

Conclusion
• HI justifies concerns but not necessarily a change to an ITUbased regime.
• NRO’s claim regarding the RIR’s success overlooks the
interdependence of events in history.
• Embracing the concerns sends strong political message.
• Size of IPv6 offers the required flexibility to experiment with
alternative policy ideas within the existing regime.

Further reading?

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/
10.1080/19331681.2013.873362#.U2NsGrSwF6M
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